**Introduction**

Unlike land use planners, environmental and natural resource regulators typically have a project-specific focus. But the efficacy of this focus is challenged by the linkages between the single projects being reviewed and numerous other projects or activities. There are two types of linkages. One type arises when the project being reviewed has effects that are cumulative in nature with effects from other projects or activities in a given region. The second type arises when the project being reviewed, if approved and developed, spurs other activities that cause adverse effects. In the energy sector, these spinoff activities are typically referred to as activities that are “upstream” and “downstream” of the energy project being reviewed.

The two sets of linkages are overlapping in that sometimes the effects of upstream and downstream activities may operate cumulatively with the primary project’s own effects. But those effects are not always cumulative to those of the primary project, so the two sets of linkages are not identical.

There has been considerable controversy over whether project-specific regulators should account for, and ameliorate, adverse cumulative effects and upstream/downstream effects. Proponents of this approach have justified it on environmental protection grounds, but others have questioned it on grounds of fairness and practicality, and on legal grounds related to the constitutional division of labour among federal and provincial governments.

This paper addresses the second of these two sets of linkages—relating to upstream/downstream effects—in the context of the National Energy Board’s forthcoming review of the proposed “Mackenzie Valley pipeline,” a roughly 1300 km pipeline that would transmit northern natural gas to southern markets by connecting to an Alberta hub in a North American natural gas pipeline system.

The challenge of dealing with upstream/downstream linkages has arguably been particularly problematic for the National Energy Board (NEB), the semi-independent federal agency that regulates inter-jurisdictional pipelines, and international (and some inter-provincial) electricity transmission lines, as well as energy exports, and oil and gas development in the Northwest Territories and in certain offshore regions. The NEB’s strategies with respect to upstream/downstream effects have been challenged by advocates from different sides and in litigation that has gone all the way to the Supreme Court of Canada. The upstream/downstream topic has a long history with the NEB, but it received considerable attention in several recent proceedings. Moreover, the topic appears to be coming to a head in the complex, multi-agency (including NEB) review of the proposed Mackenzie Valley pipeline. Environmental groups have raised the upstream/downstream issue in preliminary, pre-application proceedings. The agencies have responded somewhat to these concerns by lumping several upstream facilities with the pipeline as part of the overall “project” being assessed. Notwithstanding this approach, the groups have been frustrated with the agencies’ apparent lack of response to the groups’ concerns, in the agencies’ written guides to date for conducting future environmental assessments.

This paper starts by conceptualizing upstream/downstream activities as those occurring along spectra emanating from a central source or multiple sources. Next, the paper presents the logic for considering upstream/downstream effects. That logic is rooted in the NEB’s “public interest” project review standard, which inherently requires considerations of...
public costs and benefits at comparable scales. Thus, where upstream/downstream benefits are considered—as is typically the case for pipelines—the corresponding costs must be considered as well. The paper then presents the arguments—based on fairness and practicality—against considering upstream/downstream effects. Finally, the paper critiques, and then offers several alternatives to, the NEB’s general approach for resolving the dilemma posed by the arguments for and against considering upstream/downstream effects.

**Conceptualizing Upstream/Downstream Activities**

In the energy arena, the water-based terms “upstream” and “downstream” are analogies for the flow of energy from production and transmission activities to end-users. In the gas pipeline context, “upstream” activities are those related to the exploration and production of the gas that will be transported by the pipeline and to the processing and transfer of processed gas to the head of the pipeline. However, the scope of “upstream” activities can also extend to the secondary industries that may arise in connection with supplying goods and services for the construction, maintenance, and operation of the pipeline.

“Downstream” activities are those that will use the gas transported by the pipeline as well as other activities that will nevertheless be indirectly generated or spurred by the expenditure or investment of the economic wealth generated by the pipeline.

The above lists of “upstream” and “downstream” activities are useful as a starting point, but they give the misleading impression that these two categories are discrete and readily identifiable. In truth, upstream and downstream activities should be viewed less as discrete or well-defined categories than as spectra emanating in different directions from a central point like ripples in water. This concept is demonstrated, at the upstream end, by current plans for the Mackenzie pipeline to be connected to a gas processing facility that, in turn, is connected through a pipeline gathering system to inter-connected production facilities in each of three “anchor” gas fields that were discovered in the Mackenzie Delta region in the 1970s.7 Collectively, the four corporate sponsors of the pipeline project have the legal rights to produce gas in these three anchor fields,8 so their upstream activities are already reasonably identifiable. However, the sponsors intend to make the pipeline available to other potential future northern gas producers. This opportunity is expected to spur considerable gas production, and related facilities, in the numerous northern gas fields other than the three “anchor” fields.9 As broadly described by one source, the pipeline will “unlock the natural gas potential of the North enabling the development of a vibrant northern oil and gas industry.”10 In fact, even the prospect of the pipeline appears to have spurred new northern oil and gas development.11

Of course, these upstream oil and gas developments themselves spur additional activities. For example, northern oil and gas activities require energy and consume other renewable and non-renewable resources that must be produced either locally or elsewhere. And northern oil and gas activities generate economic wealth that in turn spurs other economic activity. All of these spin-offs have environmental effects that likely occur locally, regionally, and in numerous other regions located far from the northern oil and gas developments that “inspired” them.

A similar ripple effect will likely occur at the downstream end of the pipeline from the wide range of activities that will use the gas that flows through the pipeline. At the local level, these activities include NWT-based resource development projects that will become more viable if there
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is access to the gas provided by the pipeline. There is considerable speculation that the primary consumers of the gas shipped through the Mackenzie pipeline will be Alberta oil sands operations. These operations have been heavily dependent on natural gas inputs to meet their own energy needs, notwithstanding their apparently substantial progress in energy efficiencies. Thus, the Mackenzie Valley pipeline could well boost Alberta’s oilsands industry by providing an alternative source of gas to the waning sources in the Western Canadian Sedimentary Basin. If not all or mostly consumed by Alberta oil sands, the Mackenzie Delta gas could be consumed at several or many points further downstream of the pipeline’s terminus throughout the North American continental gas distribution system.

Wherever Delta gas is consumed, that consumption will generate greenhouse gases and fuel activities that will directly and indirectly cause other environmental impacts in a series of downstream ripples propagated by the initial burst of energy and accompanying economic wealth generated by the pipeline.

This ripple analogy is hardly perfect, because many of these upstream/downstream activities will be spurred by other sources as well as by the Mackenzie pipeline and may occur whether or not the pipeline is constructed. To use the analogy, there may be multiple intersecting ripples of activities emanating from multiple sources. Thus, tracing any one ripple to the pipeline or another particular source may be problematic. After explaining the basic logic for considering upstream/downstream effects, the paper discusses the extent to which such cause-and-effect relationships need to be determined in deciding whether to approve the pipeline.

The Rationale for Considering Upstream/Downstream Effects
The overall legal framework for the multi-government review of the Mackenzie Valley pipeline is complex, but it arguably all boils down to a requirement that government decision-makers—including or especially the NEB—should base their pipeline approval decisions on determinations of whether the pipeline is in the public interest. For the Board, this requirement is implicit in the express provision, in section 52 of NEBA, allowing the Board to issue a pipeline approval—in a legal instrument known as a “certificate”—only if the Board is “satisfied” that the pipeline “is and will be required by the present and future public convenience and necessity.”

While hard to define, and especially to quantify, the “public interest” represents an aggregation of a project’s public costs and benefits or, more broadly, its pros and cons. This meaning is at least implicit in the NEB’s own view of the public interest as a “balance” of “economic, environmental, and social interests,” and in the Board’s view of its role in fulfilling the public interest, by “estimat[ing]” a project’s “overall public good” and its “potential negative aspects,” and by “weigh[ing]” the project’s “various impacts.”

From these conceptual standpoints, what is the “public interest” in pipelines? On the benefits side, the construction, operation, and maintenance of pipelines typically offer direct and indirect economic boosts, particularly through employment. While these project-related benefits may be significant, the project’s raison d’être is arguably to facilitate upstream production of an energy resource and thereby allow downstream uses of the resource, by providing a link between upstream production and downstream users. By definition, this purpose is socially beneficial only when downstream uses of the transported resource, and the accompanying upstream production of the resource, are themselves deemed to provide social benefits. If there were no benefits from upstream and downstream activities, there would be no point building pipelines and similar utilities to link and thereby promote those activities.

In short, considerations of the benefits of upstream and downstream activities are inherent in public interest-type approval decisions for pipelines and other energy transmission facilities and exports. As the NEB itself stated in a pipeline approval proceeding, in response to an argument that upstream/downstream activities were beyond federal jurisdiction, if the Board “did not consider the benefits related to matters within provincial jurisdiction [including the benefits to downstream users and upstream resource suppliers] ... very few pipelines would ever be constructed.”

The case for consideration of upstream/downstream costs flows directly from the above logic. If the Board must consider the public benefits of upstream and downstream activities in deciding whether to approve a pipeline, the cost/benefit nature of the “public interest” test requires consideration of the public costs of those upstream and downstream activities, as well.

The Case Against Considering Upstream/Downstream Effects
The argument against considering upstream/downstream effects is largely a practical one. According to this argument, there are considerable uncertainties and difficulties in both predicting the full, potentially infinite range of upstream and downstream activities, and then in determining the activities’ adverse effects. For practical reasons, if the Board had to identify all upstream/downstream activities within this range, each of the Board’s public interest determinations could result in a series of never-ending factual inquiries—or at least be based on numerous highly speculative cause/effect determinations. Identifying the effects of those upstream/downstream
activities is also a complex exercise that can itself be highly speculative.

Again under this argument, even if all the upstream/downstream activities and their accompanying adverse effects could be identified, there remain the complex tasks of choosing and applying a methodology to weigh those effects against the activities’ benefits, for purposes of deciding whether the pipeline or other energy project will further the public interest. This exercise is arguably well beyond a pipeline regulator’s expertise, because it ultimately involves balancing social values in a myriad of activities that are far removed from the pipeline facilities and that are typically regulated, subsidized, or otherwise addressed, by other agencies, especially regional and local ones. 19

The Mackenzie pipeline exemplifies this problem. The pipeline proponents tout their project as helping to satisfy North American demand for natural gas, including demand from Alberta’s burgeoning oil sands industry.20 To consider the adverse effects or downsides of satisfying that downstream demand, the NEB would in effect be setting broad energy and environmental policy, and would also need to make fundamental policy choices about appropriate material consumption and other aspects of North American life styles. These policy choices are arguably more appropriately vested in cabinet ministers, and informed by experts from numerous departments, than in a quasi-judicial body like the NEB. Considerations of the pros and cons of even the NWT-based upstream/downstream activities raise fundamental land-use, environmental, and social policy issues that are arguably beyond the NEB’s immediate expertise.

The fundamental flaw with this argument is that the Board already delves into broad policy areas beyond its pipeline-related expertise when it considers the gross benefits of upstream/downstream activities, which considerations are inherent in determinations of whether the public interest warrants its approval of energy transmission and export applications.21 Yet, it would be illogical to consider upstream/downstream benefits without weighing those benefits against the corresponding costs.

An additional argument against considering upstream/downstream costs is that it is unfair to in effect hold the project proponent responsible for myriad upstream/downstream effects (and the costs and time necessary to consider them), because those effects are typically caused or influenced by numerous factors, of which the project under review is only one. Thus, for example, even if the gas transmitted by the Mackenzie Valley pipeline spurs growth in Alberta oil sands production, the pipeline can hardly be entirely “blamed” for the public costs of that production growth. This fairness argument has some merit but, like the practicality argument, it is flawed because it fails to acknowledge the need, inherent in the logic of the public interest concept, to consider the costs of upstream/downstream activities when the benefits of those activities have been considered.

The Board’s Approach to Resolving the Dilemma

The above discussion shows that there is merit to the arguments both for and against considering upstream/downstream costs, which poses a dilemma for public interest reviews like that which the NEB will conduct for the Mackenzie pipeline. How can this dilemma be resolved?

The Board’s answer seems to start with its view that it has discretion to consider upstream/downstream effects, but that it does not have a mandatory duty to do so.22 This view has support from the open-ended nature of the “public interest” concept (although the case law is hardly clear as to the extent of discretion the term provides),23 and from the complexities and uncertainties inherent in determining both the scope of relevant upstream/downstream activities and the methodology for factoring the effects of those activities into the overall public interest equation. But that discretion is arguably bounded by the logic of the public interest test. As discussed above, that logic suggests that the Board has an implied duty to address the costs of upstream/downstream activities—i.e. its failure to consider those costs should not withstand judicial scrutiny under even the most deferential standard of judicial review—when it considers the benefits of those activities.

The Board has followed this logic to some extent, but only when the Board deems the upstream/downstream activities to be “directly connected” or “directly linked” to the proposed pipeline or other proposed activity subject to the Board’s review.24 In the Board’s view, the likelihood of the activities must also not be “too speculative or uncertain” to be deemed relevant.25 The Board has also suggested that, to be relevant, the costs must be demonstrated by information of sufficient “probative value … when compared to the exercise necessary to obtain” the information.26

At first blush, these scoping guides sound reasonable from the standpoints of choosing the range of relevant upstream/downstream activities that can be fairly attributable to the project under review and that can be practically identified and assessed.27 However, these guides are deficient in two respects.28 First, the Board does not apply these tests in determining the scope of activities to consider for purposes of counting upstream/downstream benefits. Thus, these guidelines do not ensure that the scope of relevant upstream/downstream activities for purposes of considering upstream/downstream costs is at least as broad as the scope used for counting upstream/downstream benefits.

The second problem is that the Board’s focus on the linkage between the project under review and downstream/
upstream activities does not itself address whether there are likely to be upstream/downstream costs of the project. Bankes has alluded to this problem in a previous Resources paper involving gas exports, but the problem applies with equal force in the pipeline context. For example, there may well be numerous downstream users that are not “directly connected” to the Mackenzie pipeline (unless the gas is shipped directly to particular oil sands operations), but it seems absurd to suggest that there will be no environmental costs (viewed on a gross basis, putting aside net costs or benefits) from downstream users’ consumption of the gas shipped through the pipeline.

In sum, the NEB’s guidelines address the practicality and fairness arguments against considering upstream/downstream costs, but they fail to address the inherent logic for considering those costs when benefits are considered and when costs are likely whether or not they can be attributed to activities that are “directly linked” to the project or activity under the NEB’s review.

An Alternative Approach to the Dilemma
While the Board’s approach is flawed, there is likely no other perfect solution to the upstream/downstream dilemma. The following are several suggestions for at least improving the Board’s strategy for tackling this problem.

First, the Board ought to engage the public in a process for developing a generic policy on when and how the Board should consider upstream/downstream effects in its public interest approval proceedings. The issue arises frequently enough that it warrants the NEB’s consideration at a generic level. Yet, the guidelines discussed in part 5 above were expressed in ad hoc decisions; the Board’s existing generic policy statements do not specifically address the upstream/downstream topic.

Second, in any generic policy on considering upstream/downstream effects, the Board should commit to consider the costs of upstream/downstream activities at least whenever it considers the benefits of those activities. In fulfilling this commitment, the Board’s assessment of benefits and costs should be proportionate from the standpoints of both the scope of activities considered and the level or rigour of analytical review. As for the rigour of review, if the Board computes the benefits of upstream/downstream activities through a broad, ‘back of the envelope’ analysis, the Board cannot decline using that same level of analysis to compute the activities’ costs, if those costs can’t be assessed in any more detail. Thus, for example, if the Board accepts the Mackenzie pipeline proponents’ suggestion that the pipeline is “needed” primarily to help satisfy North American energy demand, the Board cannot reasonably forego considering the downside risks or social costs of fulfilling that need on the ground that the link between the potentially vast array of North American energy end-users and the Mackenzie pipeline is too remote.

These general rules of thumb are fair and logical, but they still raise the practical question of how the Board can consider the costs of upstream/downstream activities, at least, when such considerations require broad scale, crystal ball-type assessments. This is certainly the case for the Mackenzie pipeline, if downstream activities are viewed at the broad level of North American end-users of natural gas.

A focus on policy would seem to provide the best solution to this methodology problem, because the development of policy in effect requires a consideration of costs and benefits at broad scales covering myriad activities and circumstances. Thus, the Board should first ascertain whether any relevant, broad cabinet-level policies exist that might provide a context or, in other words, a rough formula for factoring upstream/downstream effects into the public interest calculation. Where written policies are lacking, the Board should consider using its extensive hearing powers to call key government policy-makers as witnesses to explain unwritten or interim policies, although any such oral evidence of policy is arguably less persuasive than written evidence.

Once the Board identifies relevant policy statements, the Board should consider how to apply them. As with the previous step, this exercise is problematic because policies may be expressed at too general a level to be readily applied, there may be conflicts among multiple policies, and individual policies may even be incoherent. Under these circumstances, the public cannot expect the Board’s application of generic policies in its specific approval proceedings to be perfect or to satisfy everyone. But if the Board clearly explains its methodology and rationale for applying policy, that transparency will at least provide a framework for public debate and political resolution of contentious policy issues. Although the justification for this transparency seems obvious, the Board’s record is hardly perfect in this respect. The same rule of transparency should apply where the Board needs to make up policy if it finds that there are significant policy gaps.

Where and when should the above methodology for identifying and applying policy occur? If nowhere else, it should occur in the Board’s project-specific adjudicatory approval proceedings, pursuant to the procedural rules applicable to other inquiries and analyses conducted by the Board (with the added aspect of transparency as discussed above). But the Board should also consider conducting
generic hearings to establish the policy framework needed for its ad hoc approval decisions. Generic hearings are more advantageous than project-specific approval proceedings, because the former can be run by schedules that aren’t driven primarily by project-specific deadlines and they can more easily take a broad region and multi-project focus than project-specific hearings. Generic hearings for setting policy frameworks can also be held jointly or at least coordinated with generic fact-finding hearings. Bankes has suggested that the Board use this tool to address the cumulative upstream effects of gas exports, but the tool may also be useful for addressing cumulative effects issues arising from pipelines and other activities that the Board regulates.

The above suggestions relate to the methodology for considering upstream/downstream effects and factoring those effects into the public interest equation. An additional question for the Board is how to deal with those effects when the Board considers them to be unacceptable or, more precisely, to tip the public interest balance against the Board’s approval of the project or activity under review. This task is problematic, in large part, because many or most of the adverse upstream/downstream effects may result from activities that the Board lacks jurisdiction to directly regulate and, for those activities in provinces, the direct control of which may well be beyond the constitutional authority of any federal agency.

Under these circumstances, the most obvious solution is for the Board to simply disapprove the project under review. However, it may be more constructive for the Board to grant an approval conditioned on a satisfactory amelioration of the upstream/downstream effects by whatever other governmental entity has direct authority over the activities causing those effects. For example, environmentalists argue that there is an inadequate framework for managing the plethora of NWT-based resource development projects that will be spurred by the Mackenzie Valley pipeline. If the NEB concurs, and believes the resulting costs tip the public interest against the pipeline, the Board could condition its approval of the pipeline on the federal and territorial governments’ fulfillment of their commitment to complete a network of protected areas in the NWT, to provide a sort of bulwark against the biodiversity threats from the proliferation of those resource development projects.

Conclusion
Upstream/downstream effects are inherently relevant to whether energy transmission projects and exports are in the public interest. The NEB’s consideration of those effects currently lacks balance, because the Board applies a more stringent standard for counting relevant costs than it does for benefits. While committing to taking a more even focus on upstream/downstream benefits and costs is easy, the challenge remains to develop a suitable methodology for carrying out that commitment. For this purpose, the Board should consider an increased focus—through generic or at least project-specific proceedings—on identifying, understanding, and implementing, and then clearly articulating in its decisions, the policy contexts for evaluating both positive and negative upstream/downstream effects.
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